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- **Beyond Standard Model: from Theory to Experiment (BSM-2017)** (Dec 17-21, Hurghada, Egypt)
- Kazuhiro Suzuki "The Belle II experiment: status and Physics prospects" slides
- **The 25th International Conference on Supersymmetry and the Unification of Fundamental Interactions (SUSY17)** (Dec 11-15, Mumbai, India)
  - Phillip Urquijo "Recent experimental results from B-Physics in the context of new physics" (plenary talk) slides
  - Saurabh Sandilya "Radiative and Electroweak Penguin $B_S$ Decays at Belle II" slides
  - Minakshi Nayak "Prospects of semi-leptonic B decays and CKM parameters from B decays with the Belle II experiment" slides
  - Andrea Fodor "Dark Sector Physics with Belle II" slides
- **Future Directions in Spectroscopy Analysis (FDSSA2017)** (Nov 7-11, Mexico City, Mexico)
  - Kiyoshi Tanida "Baryon spectroscopy at Belle and future prospects for Belle II and J-PARC" slides
- **2017 ICFA Seminar (Nov 6-9, Ottawa, Canada)**
  - Toru Iijima "Status and prospects for SuperKEKB and Belle II" slides
- **The 12th International Workshop on Heavy Quarkonium (Quarkonium 2017)** (Nov 6-12, Beijing, China)
  - Hua Ye "Status of Belle II and SuperKEKB" slides
  - Yiming Li "Prospects on spectroscopy study at Belle II status report" slides
- **Workshop on the physics of HL-LHC, and perspectives at HE-LHC** (Oct 30 - Nov 1, CERN)
  - Pablo Goldenzweig "Belle II legacy and correlation with HL-LHC" slides
- **XVI Mexican Workshop on Particles and Fields (XVI MWPF)** (Oct 22-27, Puerto Vallarta, Mexico)
  - Jake Bennett "Hadron spectroscopy status at Belle II" (plenary talk) slides
- **The 3rd international conference on particle physics and astrophysics (ICPPA-2017)** (Oct 2-5, Moscow, Russia)
  - Rajip Bhuyan "Belle II: physics prospects and current status" slides
- **The 19th international workshop on neutrinos from accelerators (NUFACT2017)** (Sep 25-29, Uppsala, Sweden)
  - Dmitri Liventsev "Prospects of LFV studies at Belle II" slides
- **XVII International Conference on Hadron Spectroscopy and Structure (HADRON 2017)** (Sep 25-29, Salamanca, Spain)
  - Yukihiro Tamponi "Plans for exotic bottomonium-like states at Belle II" slides
  - **Flavor and Dark Matter** (Sep 25-28, Heidelberg, Germany)
  - Torben Ferber "Dark sector physics at Babar and Belle II" slides
- **Light Cone 2017 (LC 2017)** (Sep 18-21, Mumbai, India)
  - Seema Babinipati "Physics prospects of exotic and conventional bottominuums at Belle II" (plenary talk) slides
- **47th International Symposium on Multiparticle Dynamics (ISMD2017)** (Sep 11-15, Tlaxcala City, Mexico)
  - Nils Broun "Hadron spectroscopy studies at Belle II" slides
- **International Conference on Exotic Atoms and Related Topics (EXA2017)** (Sep 11-15, Vienna, Austria)
  - Todd Pedlar "Exotic and conventional bottomonium physics prospects at Belle II" slides
- **Hadronic Physics with Lepton and Hadron Beams (Hadrons 2017)** (September 3-7, Jefferson Lab, USA)
  - Masim Vosse "Status and physics program" (invited talk) slides
- **21th Particles and Nuclei International Conference (PANIC2017)** (Sep 1-5, Tlaxcala City, Mexico)
  - Roberto Mussa "Exotic and conventional bottomonium physics prospects at Belle II" slides
  - XiaoLong Wang "Study of charmoniumlike states with initial state radiation at Belle II" slides
  - Tao Luo "CP Violation sensitivity at the Belle II Experiment" slides
  - Hulya Atmacan "Measurement of the gamma CKM angle with Belle II" slides
  - Longfe Li "Charm physics prospects at the Belle II experiment" slides
  - Yinghui Guan "Studies of missing energy decays at Belle II" slides
  - Fabrizio Bianchi "Dark Sector Physics with Belle II" slides
  - Jake Bennett "The Belle II Experiment: status and physics program" slides
- **18th Lomonosov Conference on Elementary Particle Physics** (Aug 24-30, Moscow, Russia)
  - Peter Lewis "The Belle II/SuperKEKB prospect" slides
  - Kazuhiro Suzuki "Physics prospects at Belle II" slides
  - Andrezj Bozek "The Belle II experiment" slides
  - Tadese Bilka "The Belle II experiment: status and physics program" slides
  - Nibedita Dash "Charm CPV and mixing prospects at the Belle II Experiment" slides
- **The 25th International Symposium on Lepton Photon Interactions at High Energies (LP 2017)** (Aug 7-12, 2017, Guangzhou, China)
  - Yutaka Ushiroda "The Belle II experiment at SuperKEKB" (plenary talk) slides
  - Chunhua Li "Searches of light dark matter at e+e- accelerators" slides
- **13th Rencontres du Vietnam: Exploring the Dark Universe** (July 23-29, Quy Nhon, Vietnam)
  - Thomas Lueck "Prospects for LFV studies at the Belle II experiment" slides
- **The 13th international workshop on the "Dark Side of the Universe 2017" (DSU2017)** (July 10-14, Daejeon, Korea)
  - Caitlin MacQueen "Dark sector prospects at Belle II" slides
- **The International EPS Conference on High Energy Physics (EPS2017)** (July 5-12, Venice, Italy)
  - Elisa Manoni "Studies of missing energy decays of B mesons at Belle II" slides
  - Ilya Komarov "Prospects of CKM parameter measurements at Belle II" slides
  - Alessandro Morda "O violation sensitivity at the Belle II experiment" slides
  - Torben Ferber "Search for dark sector particles at Belle and prospects at Belle II" slides
• 20th high-energy physics international conference in quantum chromodynamics (QCD 17) (July 3-7, Montpellier, France)
  Pavel Krokovny "Belle II status and prospects for exotic hadron spectroscopy" slides
• The XXIII International Workshop on High Energy Physics and Quantum Field Theory (June 26 - July 3, Yaroslavl, Russia)
  Anatoly Sokolov "Studies of leptonic and semileptonic B decays at Belle and Belle II" slides
• International Conference on e+e- Collisions from Phi to Psi (Phipsi2017) (June 26-29, Mainz, Germany)
  Changzheng Yuan "The Belle II project" (plenary talk) slides
  Hideyuki Nakazawa "Two-photon physics results from Belle and perspectives for Belle II" slides
  Boris A Shwartz "Hadronic cross section measurements at Belle and perspectives at Belle II" slides
  Igal Jaege "Search for dark particles at Belle and Belle II" slides
• The 26th International Workshop on Weak Interactions and Neutrinos (WIN2017) (June 19-24, University of California Irvine, USA)
  Youngjoon Kwon "Commissioning, layout and status of Belle II experiment" slides
• Recent progress in Particle Physics, String Theory and Cosmology (PASCOS 2017) (June 19-23, Madrid, Spain)
  Mario Merola "Charm physics prospects at Belle II" slides
• Flavor Physics & CP Violation 2017 (FPCP2017) (June 5-9, Prague, Czech Republic)
  Elisa Guido "Belle II physics prospects" slides
  Riccardo de Sangro "SuperKEKB/Belle II status" slides
• The 29th Rencontres de Blois on "Particle Physics and Cosmology" (Blois2017) (May 28 - June 2, Château de Blois, Blois, Loire Valley, France)
  Luigi Li Giori "CP violation sensitivity at the Belle II experiment" slides
• Thomas Kuhr "Belle II early physics program" slides
• Beyond the LHCb Phase-1 Upgrade (May 28-31, La Biodola - Isola d'Elba, Italy)
  Giuseppe Finocchiaro "Overview of Belle II status and prospects" slides
• The fifth Annual Large Hadron Collider Physics conference (LHCP 2017) (May 15-20, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China)
  Jing-Ge Shiu "Belle II status and prospect on flavor Physics" slides
• 2017 International Workshop on Baryon and Lepton Number Violation: From the Cosmos to the LHC (BLV 2017) (May 15-18, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, USA)
  David Cinabro "Lepton Flavor Violation from Belle and the Belle II prospects" (plenary talk) slides
  Youngjoon Kwon "Studies of dark sector at Belle and prospects with Belle II" slides
• Light Dark Matter 2017 (LDMA 17) (May 14-28, La Biodola - Isola d'Elba, Italy)
  Enrico Graziani "Dark Sector Searches at Belle II" slides
• Excited QCD 2017 (May 7-13, Sintra, Portugal)
  Amy Rostomian "Fragmentation and Monte Carlo generators at Belle II" slides
• ALPS 2017 – an Apline LHC Physics Summit (April 17-22, The Obergurgl University Centre, Obergurgl, Tirol, Austria)
  Bostjan Golob "Flavor Physics at e+e- Colliders" (Invited talk) slides
  Gianluca Inguglia "Dark lepton flavour violation at BELLE and BELLE II" slides
  Fernando Abudinen "CP Violation Sensitivity at the Belle II Experiment" slides
  Thomas Keck "Sensitivity Study of B_s -> tau+ nu for Belle II" (Young Scientist Forum) slides
• The 25th International Workshop on Deep Inelastic Scattering and Related Topics (DIS2017) (Apr 3-7, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom)
  Thomas Hauth "Belle II early physics program of combinatorial spectroscopy and dark sector searches" slides
• 81st Annual Conference of the DPG and DPG Spring Meeting (German Physics Society, DPG Münster 2017) (March 27-31, Münster, Germany)
  Carlos Marinas "The Belle II experiment" slides
• The 52nd Rencontres de Moriond - QCD and High Energy Interactions (Moriond QCD 2017) (March 25-April 1, La Thuile, Aosta Valley, Italy)
  Jarek Wieczynski "Belle II Status and Physics Prospective" slides
• The 52nd Rencontres de Moriond - EW Interactions and Unified Theories (Moriond EW 2017) (March 18-25, La Thuile, Aosta Valley, Italy)
  Matic Lubej "Determination of Vub at Belle II" (Young Scientist Forum; Invited) slides
  Pablo Goldenzweig "Belle II Status and Physics Prospects" slides
• Instrumentation for Colliding Beam Physics (INSTR17) (February 27-March 3, Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics and Novosibirsk State University, Novosibirsk, Russia)
  Peter Krizan "Plans and Status of the SuperKEKB and Belle II Project" (Invited talk) slides
  Torben Faber "Status of Belle II/SuperKEKB and Plans for Dark Sector Physics" slides
• The 55th International Winter Meeting on Nuclear Physics (Bormio 2017) (January 23-27, Bormio, Italy)
  Christian Kiesling "The Belle II Experiment" slides
• The 3rd KMI International Symposium (KMI2017) (January 5-7, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan)
  Alessandro Gaz "Physics prospect at SuperKEKB/Belle II" slides